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Selected for the GONCOURT PRIZE 2015 Selected for the GONCOURT DES LYCÉENS PRIZE 2015 Selected for the MEDICIS PRIZE 2015 Selected for the FEMINA PRIZE 2015



Nathalie Azoulai Titus Didn’t Love Bérénice TITUS DIDN’T LOVE BÉRÉNICE is about a contemporary, unhappy love affair, the story of a couple living today, Titus and Bérénice, and whose models are the Princess of Judea and the Roman Emperor, related by the tragedian Jean Racine (16391699). Bérénice tries to soften her pain by going back to the source, to Racine himself, his life, his contradictions, his language and his times, into which she dives head on, fascinated. Nathalie Azoulai’s Bérénice wants to understand how a man of his condition and century, caught between religious rigorism and the splendour of the Sun King’s Reign, between remorse and debauchery, could suc-



ceed in writing so powerfully and with such truthfulness about the passion of love, principally from a woman’s point of view. The narrator, through reading Racine, realizes, since Titus didn’t love Bérénice, that she could bear the weight of rupture. She understands that Bérénice was right in being overcome by emotion when she discovers that Titus didn’t love her as much as she loved him, instead of believing he left her against his will, by reason of State or, in this case, to go back to his wife. He left her because he didn’t love her, or not enough. This modern elegy of sorrow expresses and accepts emptiness, error and deception.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Titus n’aimait pas Bérénice Novel. September 2015, 320 p.
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Joël Baqué The Room



© D.R./P.O.L
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La Salle Novel. February 2015, 256 p.



THE ROOM follows a trader who invests excessive sums of money by circumventing the expense control procedures of his employer (a bank), without pursuing an objective of personal enrichment. The author turns his attention to the motivations and the psychic economy of this rogue trader “à la française” – who doesn’t quite fit the caricatured image the media gives to traders - and explores the way his character manages reality and virtuality and how his acts condemn him to fundamental solitude.



This novel also considers the power of images and words in the media, the sharing of responsibility between operators and banks, and the repercussions the character’s activities have on his private life. Recent events are of course brought to mind when reading this story. However, resemblance to reality is less important than the novelistic potential of the trader’s character and situation. And the fact that outside the trading room, a peculiar Japanese practice triggers off a financial hurricane…



Selected for THE PRIX DE LA CLOSERIE DES LILAS 2015



Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam I’m Coming A girl, her grandmother and her mother tell their lives. Nelly, the grandmother, speaks in extremis, somewhere between rumination and lamentation. Her memory fails her and her voice falters over “what we end up becoming.” Because she tries to justify her incapacity to live, Gladys (the mother) has a vindictive, furious way of expressing herself that is close to delirium. And then we have Charonne (the daughter), a recurring character in Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam’s novels, who turns everything upside down. Twice abandoned (by her biological parents and then by her adopted



parents), fat, black (or perceived as such), Charonne had a bad start in life, but she succeeds in imposing her irrepressible vitality and the active force of her love. She is the person who comes forward, proclaiming her will to redress what is wrong, to speak against inept rules and to breathe benevolence over their stuffy home to dissipate lethargy and bitterness. Charonne is a missionary, like many of Emmanuelle Bayamack-Tam’s characters, a heroine fighting against ordinary racism, parental neglect and senile depression.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Je viens Novel. January 2015, 464 p. Rights sold to : Germany (Secession Verlag)
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Bertrand Belin Shark From the middle of an artificial lake near Dijon, during the time it will take him to drown and with the breath he has left after dealing with the difficult business of staying alive, the narrator and main character raises, with huge efforts increasingly difficult to produce, his farewell song. A fragmented, epic, droll oration, presenting him as the sole occupant of a crumbling edifice.
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Requin Novel. March 2015, 192 p. © H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Selected for LE MONDE LITERARY PRIZE 2015 Selected for the WEPLER PRIZE 2015



Lise Charles Like Ulysses From 1953 till his death in 1978, Norman Rockwell lived as a painter in Stockbridge, a small town in Massachusetts. He also illustrated covers for the Saturday Evening Post, sometimes using inhabitants from the town as models. If we are to believe the story told in this novel, he painted Rebecca, a little girl from Stockbridge, towards the end of his life. When she grew up, Rebecca married another painter, Peter Milton, with whom she had two children, Tom and Hannah. While Rebecca always dreamed of being a writer without managing to get around to actually writing, Peter was progressively to become a great artist. One day, he asked a young French girl they met in Vermont to come and live with their family, pose for him and teach the children French.



LIKE ULYSSES is this French girl’s story, told by herself. The reader doesn’t know how old she is, or her real name; she calls herself Lou and writes like a brainless teenager; she seems rather ignorant and bad mannered. Although she was supposed leave America after taking English lessons with her sister, she stays on for several years, first in New York, then in New England. Her increasingly painful memories of France (her life in Paris and holidays in Brittany) take over the tale of her American adventures, to the extent that the East coast becomes an erroneous reflexion of the coast of Brittany. But these contradictions lead us to believe that she accommodates reality at her own desire, either to paint the prettiest possible picture, or to dissimulate eventual



feelings of guilt. More dramatically, we end up wondering if she actually did go to America or not. From then on, we are free to imagine that the plot has not been set, and that it is being elaborated in the narrator’s mind while she writes. Meaning she is not drawing the unknown towards the known, but on the contrary, shaping the unknown from the known. In this manner, Lou invents the scenario of an American film from trivialelements of her French life, the lives of those around her, in familiar and well-loved places, and creates a deformed, threatening double in this other world.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Comme Ulysse Novel. September 2015, 400 p.



Selected for the WEPLER PRIZE 2015



Mary Dorsan The Infinite Present Stops



© D.R/P.O.L
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Le Présent infini s’arrête Novel. September 2015, 720 p.



“ I write about what happens in my department, a therapeutic apartment, attached to a psychiatric hospital. For teenagers. Really sick adolescents no one wants around. Not only do they have psychiatric problems, but they also have attachment disorders. So it’s very moving. The nurses are deeply moved. I write about the suffering of these young people. About how difficult it is to take care of them, accompany them or simply be with them. I try to write about our complex relationships and the complexity of the effects it all has on the nurses, as well as the relationships the nurses share between themselves. I want to write what hap-



pens, write their life. I want to… Speak. Show. Everything. The good and the bad. I want people to think more about these invisible adolescents that are unrecognized by our society. Or misunderstood. These terribly vulnerable, fragile outsiders, so close to total exclusion. Outside of our thinking and our sight. In the heart of my heart.” Sometimes we step aside the apartment for evenings at home, weekends or stays in the country, but the main stage is behind these closed doors where adolescents and nurses rub shoulders, coexist and, more often than not, confront each other. There are scenes of extreme violence, followed by moments of appeasement and



harmony when everything seems possible and things could get even better, but the trouble starts afresh because of a misunderstood gesture or word, or a horrible Sunday at home. When reading this novel, one is struck by how closely it is written to these human beings, and yet how compassion is always avoided because the narrator and her colleagues are armed with a strong therapeutic will to overcome conflict, and her writing is challenged by sound analytical questioning. Its literary elaboration, both learned and discreet, evokes writer Georges Perec.



Selected for the GONCOURT PRIZE 2015 Selected for the GONCOURT DES LYCÉENS PRIZE 2015



Nicolas Fargues The Country of Diminutives © H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Romain Ruyssen is a 44 year-old teacher of sociology at the university. He has just published a violently antiFrench essay. This has led to his being invited abroad to put forward his arguments and pursue a tranquil career as an offbeat playboy. He has reached the age, or the moment, when certain men, like him, couldn’t give a damn about anything. Except, maybe, about women and travel. Although… as far as women are concerned, is it really about love when he plays with their



feelings for exclusively predatory reasons? As for travel, what’s the point if it’s all about hating his own country? In this novel, Nicolas Fargues amplifies the critical assessment of ideas and values one finds in his other novels. But he does so here with all the more cruelty and devastating effect because he hits where it hurts. Stated plainly, his hero is extremely unsympathetic. Not only because he engages in an authentic festival of French bashing, that newly founded international sport



in which he could be declared champion, but because his cynicism towards women (his wife and passing flings) reaches unknown heights. One of the book’s attractive oddities is that its actual point is undermined by the fact that the main character’s behaviour is radically challenged. Finally, a sense of morality comes forth, a strange form of morality that matches today’s world, contaminated by the person subjected to it.



Au pays du p’tit Novel. September 2015, 240 p.



Iegor Gran Kevin’s Revenge



© John Foley/P.O.L



La Revanche de Kevin Novel. February 2015, 192 p.
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It’s not easy to be Kevin, you could sadistically sing to our hero who has accumulated countless petty humiliations over the years. To get his revenge, Kevin has invented a little game… When you’re called Kevin, a name that is just about as corny as you can get, like the social marker of the boy’s band years given to thousands of babies born in 1991 before falling into disuse beneath the disdainful comments of those who bear a more distinguished first name, when your name is also Kevin Costner’s, elected worst actor of the decade at the Razzie Awards, when you’re made fun of at school and, later on, if you happen to be working in some kind of an intellectual field and people look condescendingly at you with a knowing look, you could very well start coming down with some kind of a wicked complex.



To get his revenge, Kevin hangs out at book fairs pretending to be a publisher. Inevitably, unpublished writers end up sending him their texts. Kevin is ecstatic about them, promises editorial marvels and stews the naïve before disappearing into thin air, leaving a mess of offended vanities behind him. Iegor Gran pursues his exploration of contemporary postures and impostures in KEVIN’S REVENGE. This novel is about literary sham, the vacuity of the publishing milieu and snobbism in the temples of culture, as well as the mysteries of suppressed frustration. The writer’s scalpel remains his cold, devastating irony, combined with strong narrative tension. Because there’s something quite disturbing about Kevin’s world. His revenge is not what you’d expect.



Awarded for THE PRIX LITTERAIRE DU FESTIVAL LIVRES & MUSIQUES Selected for THE PRIX DU LIVRE INTER 2015 Selected for THE PRIX DE LA CLOSERIE DES LILAS 2015



Célia Houdart Gil During the summer of his eighteenth year, a young pianist starts singing to a song he recognizes on the radio. His voice shines like a future enigma. Encouraged by his teachers at the Conservatory and guided by his intuition, Gil swaps his instrument, the piano, for another, his voice, a part of his own being. We follow the young tenor’s training behind the opera scenes, right up close to the bodies and faces that surround him. Role learning and self-discovery. GIL is the novel of a voice. The portrait of talent and restlessness. A life of patience and doubt incarnated by strange presences that seem to be figments of Gil’s imagination. The names of composers and works have been invented by the author,



in order to thwart the conventions of genre (diva biographies) and create a world that is not exclusively reserved for the initiated. A place where we all hear our own music. This singer, pursued by shadows and terrors, whose voice is so arousing, is like Orpheus. A modern Orpheus. All the delicateness of Célia Houdart’s precedent novels and her taste for mystery, bedazzlement and hypersensitivity can be found here. Her profoundly musical writing is in tune to the subject. © H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Rights sold to : Denmark (Etcetera) Holland (Meridiann)



Gil Novel. January 2015, 240 p.
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Emmanuelle Pagano Line and Sons LINE AND SONS follows the destiny of a family of spinning millers, who work with water and rocks, as well as thread – and not just any thread, the noble kind, silk. Several lines and threads come together to form stories: the story of an industr y, a family’s sorrowful story, and the story of a woman who is desperately seeking to renew the thread of dialogue with her son. Finally, the underlying story of European refugees. This novel is about man’s relationship to water, to nature and construction, and to the violent currents and the violence of the riverbanks holding



them back. Emmanuelle Pagano’s characters are embedded in the landscape, the country, the elements and the weather around them, and which in turn enable the characters to reveal their thoughts, sensations and emotions. The f lowing, still, reserved, canalized, scarce, invasive water marks the landscape as much as the characters do, searching for a place in their own past, in the narrow strip by the rivers, questioning their own identity faced with the impermanence of the shores. Rights sold to : Germany (Klaus Wagenbach Verlag)



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Ligne et Fils Novel. February 2015, 208 p.



Selected for THE PRIX DU LIVRE INTER 2015 Selected for THE PRIX FRANCE CULTURE-TELERAMA 2015



Jean Rolin The Events THE EVENTS is the tale of a journey across France during a civil war whose stakes and causes are not specified. Indeed, rather than a work of prospective or political fiction, this book describes a “normal” country suddenly confronted with violence, destruction, shortage and more generally the massive perturbation of people’s habits and ways of life. Such things happen, even in the context of European, relatively “developed” countries: they did so twenty years ago in ex-Yugoslavia and they’re happening today in Ukraine. This story is about the traces these changes leave in the landscape, both



urban and rural, and is told alternatively in the first person by the “narrator” – who is crossing over France, firstly in a collapsing car and then by foot – and in the third person by a non-identified character who comments on the tribulations of the latter. The trip across France, from Paris to Port-de-Bouc via the Beauce, Sologne and Auvergne regions, takes place from the end of winter to the summer solstice: a story of a more burlesque than tragic war, as well as a description of the variations in landscape brought about by the cycle of the seasons.



© H. Bamberger/P.O.L



Les Événements Novel. January 2015, 208 p. 13



Lamia Ziadé Ô Night, Ô My Eyes! CAIRO, BEYRUT, DAMAS, JERUSALEM



© P. Tanguy
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Ô nuit, ô mes yeux Graphic novel, with 400 coloured illustrations. October 2015, 576 p.



There are Cairo cabarets in this book, studios, villas, casinos, husbands, lovers, alcohol, sleeping pills, money, suicide, machine guns, scandals and palaces. Singing, music, voices, standing ovations, triumphs and glory. Audacity, genius, adventure and tragedy. There are poets and Emirs, dancers, bankers, officers, Imams, Sheiks, actresses, noble foreigners, musicians, vamps, night owls, rebels, Sultans, Pachas, Beys, female spies, prodigies, Kings of Egypt and their cour t. Famous journalists, eminent composers, club patronesses, great chamberlains and oud players. The little peasant from the Delta and the Druze princess, the Muezzin’s son and the solitary singer, the Jewish star and the heroic colonel. There are Asmahan, Um Kalthoum, Abdelwahab Farid el Atrash, Samia



Gamal, Laila Mourad, Nour el Hoda, Sabah, Farouz and the stars of the Orient. Class, glamour and style. Love, passion, hatred and revenge. Glasses and cigarettes, playing cards, poker chips, dice, jewels, flags and Korans. The cinemas of Beirut, the palaces of Damascus, the whar fs of Alexandria, the streets of Jerusalem and the Court of Bagdad. Radio, records, microphones, cameras, credits, neon lights, curtains, orchestras, concerts, spectators and trances. Voice of the Arabs. There are the grand hotels, the Saint George, the King David, the Orient Palace and the Mena House. The Fall of the Ottoman Empire and the Palestinian War. The Suez Crisis and the Six-Day War. A century in the Near East.



Stand N° 5.1 E 17 Contacts : Ms. Vibeke Madsen [email protected] Mr. Paul Otchakovsky-Laurens [email protected] www.pol-editeur.com http://www.facebook.com/pages/Editions-POL http://twitter.com/#!/editionspol



33, rue Saint-André-des-Arts – 75006 Paris Tel. : + 33 1 43 54 21 20
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